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~b`5~ ~' . Division of Dockets Management (14A-~_~~5) 
Food and Drug Administration 
5630 Fishers Lane Room 1061 
Rockville Mci. 20852 

Re: GCP-1B, GCP-1C, GCP-?A and GCP-'?B Variance Application for Night Vision Equipment 
Company (NVEC) 

Director, 

This is an application for variance frorn certain emission standards in accordance ,vith Title2 1, 
CFR 1010.4 Subchapter J . The products submitted. for variance herein are ,he GC'P-1 B, GCF'-1 C, 
GCP-2A and GCP-2B laser pointers manufactured by NVEC . The detailed Variance Application is 
attached for your review . 

A Product Report was submitted to the Center for Devices and Radiological Health as required in~ 
Title 21 ; CFR 1002,10 Subchapter J, but that is not part of this Application . 

The GCP-1B, 1C, 2A, 2B are field proven applications of inf~~ared technology intended to mark 
and illuminate items of interest in environments similar to combat ., combat training or high security 
of national interest . 

The CCP-1B, 1C, 2A, ?B Pointers project an invisible infrared light ~vhich car only be seen with 
night vision devices. Internal lenses in the GCP-1B, 1C, 2A . ?B focus the infrared light into a 
narrow beam. Each device incorporates a built-in momentary ON switch that serves the function of 
both the emission indicator and beam attenuator within the intent of the regulations. This allows the 
operator to conduct surveillance operations without detection, under the cloak of darkness . Any 
audible or visible emission indicator could seriously compromise the safety of law enforcement 
officers in the performance of their duties . 

The GCP-1 B, IC, 2A and 2I3 products contain a nonnaliy OFF /momentary ON switch that must 
be depressed before laser emissions can occur. When this switch is released, the emissions cease. 
The switch connects two AA batteries through an electronic control circuit to acti-vate the device . 
This ON/OFF switch is protected by a Safety Cover which must be in the ARMED position before 
the ON/OFF switch can be activated . In addition, the lens cover must be removed before emissioils 
can be projected . Thus, several intentional steps must occur before emissions can be transmitted 
from the GCP-1B, 1C, 2A. ?B, The protective Safety Cover also prevents inadvertent activation of 
the GCP-1B, i C, 2A, 2B . The remote switch (GCP-2A, 213) contains a switch that requires strong 
activation pressure in an indented design to prevent inadvertent activation . 

The GCP-1B. 1C, 2A. 2B are the same pointing and illuminating products and are the same device 
except as shown below; 

o The GCP-1 B is hand held and has a maximum power output of 100 mW. 
o The GCP-1C is hand held and has a maximun'i power output of ;'75 mW . 
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o The GCP-1C has a minimum divergence of 0.3 tnR. 
o The GCP-2A can be either hand held ox weapon mounted (typical operational 

configuration) and has a maximum power output of 100 niW . 
o The GCP-2B can be either hand held or weapon mounted (typical operational 

configuration) and has a maxiinuzn power output of 175 mW . 
o The GCP-2A and 2B contain a re:mote switch, feature. 

The GCP-1B, 1C are the same product as the GCP-1A (recently granted a FDA variance 2005V-
0499), except for the maximum. power output listed above. The GC'.P-2A, 2B are the same product 
as the GCP-2 (recently granted a FDA variance 2005V-0499), except for the maximum power 
output listed above. 

Each of the CCP-1B. 1C, 2A. 2B contains a variable iens to control the heamwidth, depending Oil 
operational needs {pointing or illuminating) from ~Snir to~ 30f . As the beam moves f~~om a pointer to 
spot illumination mode, the on-axis position of the beam is rnaintained. This eliminates off-axis 
viewing of the beam. 

On these products, a laser training safety selector permits reduction of the laser output to eye-safe 
levels for training and force-on-force maneuvers . Output reduction is achieved via a 180° rotation 
of the laser training safety selector with a small slot screwdriver. This feature assures safe operation 
in the training and force-on-force modes. 

Without the variances, the GCP- 1 B, 1 e, 2A, 2B will not be able to assist and protect Federal 
Homeland Security and Law enforcement officers in the conduit at their routine, authorized duties. 

The intended use of these products is by government, military and law enforcement agencies in the 
routine execution of their duties . Night Vision Equipment Company restricts the sale and resale of. 
the GCP'-1B, 1C, 2A, 2B laser Pointers to government, military anti law enforcement agencies . This 
variance request is limited to sale of these products to Federal. State, local government and law 
enforcement agencies and shall not he sold to individual personnel of these agencies or 
organizations . 

We appreciate your consideration in this matter . If you have questions regal7ding this variance 
application, lease contact me, 

n z-ise 
Laser Systei ~ Program Manager 
Night Vision Equipment Company 
2751 N. Mendecino Dr., I'rescatt Valley, AZ. 86314 
928=772-0288 
dgrise(~a,nvec .net 

Attachments: , 
Variance Application for the GCP-1 B, 1 C, 2' A, 2B 
Operator Manual GCP-1 B, 1 C, 2A, 2B 
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